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Osteogenesis Imperfecta: A Brief Discussion
The identification of causative genes in Mendelian disorders has 

been achieved in the past thanks to traditional approaches, with fairly 
good results (~ 3000 disease genes identified) [1].

Different combined strategies have been employed: the candidate 
gene approach was applied whenever knowledge of the physiological/
biochemical bases of the disease was available. Linkage studies with 
polymorphic markers within families allowed positional mapping, i.e., 
the identification of candidate regions, which often contained many 
genes. Thus chances for a successful hunt depended mostly on spotting 
a most likely candidate gene within the identified region; characterized 
animal models (e.g., knockout mice) have often provided excellent hints 
for this. Studies on large pedigrees with high rates of consanguinity 
have been crucial in the case of recessive diseases, as well as studies 
of multiple generations’ pedigrees with dominantly transmitted 
phenotypes [2]. Nevertheless the above mentioned approaches could 
not be applied across the board to all Mendelian genes; at the beginning 
of the twenty-first century it was clear that additional high-throughput 
strategies were badly needed in order to fill the gap. The Next Generation 
Sequencing (NGS) technology was introduced in 2005 and has, since 
then, revolutionized and suddenly accelerated the discovery of novel 
Mendelian disease loci. NGS allows sequencing of millions of fragments 
in a massively parallel fashion at affordable costs; an entire human 
genome can be sequenced within twenty-four hours. The agnostic 
approach of Whole Genome Sequencing (WGS), unlike the candidate 
gene approach, can be applied to any phenotype. A major problem 
consists in interpreting the overwhelming number of variants revealed 
by WGS. A widely used approach exploits Genome-Wide Association 
Studies (GWAS). Genotypes can be generated using SNP (Single 
Nucleotide Polymorphisms) arrays in order to localize the disease locus 
within one (or more than one) region of the genome, which will then 
be sounded out by targeted sequencing of candidate genes. The GWAS 
approach, compared to traditional linkage studies, allows localization 
of the sought-after causal mutation in a much smaller region (few 
kilobases, instead of megabases).

Thanks to commercially available whole exome-enrichment kits, 
NGS can also be employed for Whole Exome Sequencing (WES). 
Exome represents <2% of the genome, i.e., the protein-coding portion, 
where ~85% of mutations for Mendelian diseases occur. WES may 
be very useful also in molecular diagnostics, since it allows the 
discovery of new, rare pathological variants in single patients; these 
variants would otherwise get missed by ready-made screening arrays. 
Disease-gene hunters must anyway be aware that exome sequencing 
alone cannot reveal deep intronic mutations or causative variants in 
5’/3’regulatory regions. Positional mapping data can be in any way very 
useful, whenever a causal mutation is not found: we must be aware of 
limitations in currently available sequencing techniques (none covers 
100% of the human genome). Powerful positional mapping derives from 
the analysis of many phenotypically similar individuals taken singularly 
and/or within families; SNP-autozygosity mapping (homozygosity due 
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to identical ancestral alleles) combined with exome sequencing allows 
successful identification of rare recessive disease loci even when small 
numbers of highly inbred families are available [3].

From here on the editorial will try to illustrate how all the different 
gene identification s trategies d escribed a bove h ave b een a pplied i n a  
thirtyfive years’ time frame, for the discovery of seventeen different loci 
involved in Osteogenesis Imperfecta (OI). This Mendelian disorder, 
mainly characterized by bone fragility and skeletal deformities ranging 
in a broad phenotypic spectrum, has been known for a long time (it 
was first described clinically in 1883 by Lobstein). Hundred years later, 
thanks to strong biochemical evidence, a candidate gene approach 
allowed researchers to associate a case of lethal OI with a molecular 
defect in COL1A1 gene, which encodes alpha 1 chains of the 
hetrotrimeric alpha1(I)2 alpha2(I)1 Type I collagen [4]. Collagen I is 
the most abundant protein in bone Extracellular Matrix (ECM); 
qualitative and quantitative integrity of collagen fibrils is 
required in order to ensure normal ECM mineralization. As 
expected, in the following years, hundreds of different OI-causing 
mutations have been found in both type I collagen genes 
(COL1A1 and COL1A2) [5,6]. Four clinical phenotypes were defined 
in 1979 by Sillence. For decades OI has been considered an 
Autosomal Dominant (AD) collagen disorder, linked to two loci. 
However, increasing clues suggested that other unknown loci were to be 
discovered: i) OI patients found in highly inbred families suggestive of 
Autosomal Recessive (AR) inheritance; ii) severe forms of OI showing 
collagen I biochemical anomalies but no mutations in either collagen I 
gene; iii) peculiar forms of OI showing neither collagen I anomalies nor 
mutations in collagen I genes.

The NGS revolution applied to OI, combined with the traditional 
approaches described above, has unraveled since 2006 its astonishing 
genetic heterogeneity: fifteen no vel disease lo ci ha ve been di scovered 
in ten years’ time; at present eighteen different OI types have been 
classified, the list will probably expand in the future. A detailed 
description of each defective gene/protein role in OI pathogenesis 
would be too cumbersome for an editorial. Instead, a chronologically 
ordered list of disease genes /proteins with pertinent references, brief 
info about their physiological role, along with the technical approaches 
applied for gene hunting, is offered in Table 1. Recently an updated 
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Year [Ref] Methodological approach Defective gene/protein Physiological role OI type/ 
Inheritance

1983 [4] Candidate gene COL1A1/collagen I structural/major component of bone ECM I, II, III, IV/Ad
1984 [11] Candidate gene COL1A2/collagen I structural/major component of bone ECM I,II,III, IV/Ad

2006 [12,13] Gwla in inbred families+candidate gene 
(mouse model) CRTAP/CRTAP collagen post-translational modification VII/Ar

2007 [14] Candidate gene LEPRE1/P3H1 collagen post-translational modification VIII/Ar
2009 [15] Candidate gene PPIB/CyPB collagen post-translational modification IX/Ar
2010 [16] Candidate gene SERPINH1/HSP47 collagen-specific chaperone X/Ar
2010 [17] Homozygosity mapping+targeted ngs FKBP10/FKBP65 chaperone involved in collagen crosslinking XI/Ar

2010 [18] Homozygosity mapping+candidate gene 
(mouse model) SP7/OSX master transcription factor for osteogenesis XII/Ar

2011 [19,20] Wes in 1 patient; homozygosity 
mapping+targeted ngs SERPINF1/ PEDF anti-angiogenic, pro-osteogenic factor VI/ Ar

2012 [21,22] Wes in 1 patient; gwla+targeted ngs IFITM5/ BRIL highly expressed in osteoblast; involved in mineralization V/ Ad

2012 [23] Homozygosity mapping+candidate gene 
approach BMP1/ BMP1 procollagen processing XIII/Ar

2012 [24] Autozygosity mapping+wes TMEM38B/ TRIC-B regulation of Ca++ flux XIV/Ar
2012 [25] Homozygosity mapping+candidate gene PLOD2/LH2 collagen post-translational modification unclassified/Ar

2013 [26,27] Wes; wgla+targeted ngs WNT1/ WNT1 activates Wnt signaling, which controls bone dev and 
homeostasis XV/Ar/Ad

2013 [28] Candidate gene (mouse model) CREBL3L1/OASIS activates transcription of UPR genes XVI/Ar

2015 [29] Wes in unrelated patients SPARC/OSTEONECTIN protein produced by osteoblasts, binds collagen and 
other ECM proteins XVII/Ar

2016 [30] Gwla + X exome sequencing MBTPS2/SP2 crucial for RIP of substrates as OASIS, ATF6 XVIII/Xr

Ad: autosomal dominant; Ar: autosomal recessive; RIP: Regulated Intramembrane Proteolisis; UPR: Unfolded Protein Response; Xr: X-linked recessive
Table 1: Flowchart of OI genes identification (1983-2016).

OI clinical classification and nomenclature have been proposed [7]. 
It is not surprising that seven of the disease genes discovered since 
2006, whose defects cause AR forms of OI, code for proteins which are 
involved in collagen I modifications, processing, folding, cross-
linking. Eight additional disease genes, whose defects cause either 
AR or AD forms of OI, code for proteins involved in various aspects 
of osteoblast functions and survival. Each of them has brought valuable 
and sometime unexpected information about its own role in bone 
biology. Specific epigenetic DNA modifications (i.e., Cytosine 
methylation) can justify recurrent de novo OI causing mutations [8]. 
New interesting discoveries will certainly come out, as gene hunting in 
OI and other bone dysplasias goes on. On the practical side, such 
genotypic and phenotypic variability represents a real challenge for 
clinical classification and for molecular diagnostics, although it must 
be kept in mind that >90% OI cases are due to COL1A1/COL1A2 
mutations. Most of the AR forms of OI are very rare and were 
discovered thanks to the analysis of highly inbred families in particular 
ethnic groups. Accurate pedigree analysis, clinical, biochemical, 
radiological, bone histology data, may help specialists to address the 
search for causative mutations in a targeted manner. Moreover, 
current technological tools, such as NGS platforms designed for 
simultaneous screening of multiple candidate genes can be employed 
[9,10].References
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